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2 Extended Synopsis

Abstract: We proposeto develop a formal model of information representation and
processing in the part of the neocortex that is mostly concerned with visual informa-
tion. Thismodel will open new horizons in awell -principled way in thefieldsof arti-
ficial and biological visionaswell asin computational neuroscience. Specifically the
goal is to develop a universally accepted formal framework for describing complex,
distributed and hierarchical processes capable of processing seamlessly a continuous
flow of images. This framework featuresnotably computational units operating at
several spatiotemporal scaleson stochastic data arising from natural images. Mean-
field theory and stochastic calculus are used to harnessthe fundamental stochastic
nature of the data, functional analysis and bifurcation theory to map the complexity
of the behaviours of these assembliesof units. In the absence of such foundations
the development of an understanding of visual information processing in man and
machines could be greatly hindered. Althoughthe proposal addressesfundamental
problems its goal is to serve asthe basis for ground-breaking future computational
development for managing visual data and as atheoretical framework for a scientific
understanding of biological vision.

One often recognizesvision asthe main sensory procedure by which we perceive our environ-
ment. Despite its apparent simplicity when considered from the naive introspection viewpoint its
understanding remains a challenge for scientific investigation. With the advent of more powerful
computers in the 70s and the 80s the field of digital image processing and analysis wasborn in
the USwhile there had been for several centuries atradition in Europe in particular of visual psy-
chophysics[1]. But it wasDavid Marr [3] at MIT whoset upthe stage for a joint study of artificial
and biological vision bymaking the informed statement that visionwas an information processing
task which wasrelatively independent of theorganism, natural or artificial, that wasperforming it.
This raised a lot of enthusiam worldwide and started a long line of research which is continuing
today.

Nonetheless, after thedeath of David Marr the two communitiesof psychophysicists and neu-
rophysiologists of vision on one hand, of artificial vision scientists on the other hand, which for a
while had been partially united split again. The former went back to explore the mazeof visual
phenomena while the latter went back to developing “ fast androbust” algorithms that work, in the
spirit of goodengineering. One of the main reasons for this division wasthe lack of a common
framework for thinking about visual perception. Despite of this, the intellectual interactions be-
tween the two communitieshave continued over theyearsonsuch problems asthe structure of the
processing, bottom up, top down, or both, the statistical nature of natural images, the acquisition
of knowledge and its later use as aprior.

Artificial vision researchers have defined anumber of organizational concepts such asthe rich
geometric structure underlying image formation or fundamental variational principlesthat are the
basis of many state of the art computer vision algorithms. There remains the fact that many of
these algorithms have to be hand tuned for aparticular application and often fail i n unconstrained
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environments. Computational neuroscientists are using more and more the concepts of informa-
tion theory and Bayesdecision making which are also popular in the artificial vision community.
Their approach differs fundamentally from that of main stream artificial vision researchers in two
aspects, dynamic and stochastic.

First, perhaps becauseneurons cannot be turned off as a computer, they havedeveloped repre-
sentations of their activity that are inspired by the theory of dynamical systems and think in terms
of interacting trajectories and bifurcations rather than in terms of static data structures. Second,
becauseneurons activity seemsto contain a significant amount of noise and becauseneurons come
in extremely large populations, they have developed stochastic methods often inspired by statisti-
cal physicsthat arepractically unknown in artificial vision. To statematters in avery controversial
manner, one could say that artificial vision scientists are successful in very simple environments
with very sophisticated algorithms operating onsimpledata structureswhilevisual computational
neuroscientists are not sure what task is being performed by their very sophisticated representa-
tions that seem to act somewhat randomly.

Time for a reconciliation This proposal intends to show that it is possible to reconcile some of
these apparently contradictory positions by reconsidering the notion of processing in the light of
the most recent findings in biological vision research with the help of some of the mathematical
organizational principlesthat have emerged in the last few years in artificial vision and computa-
tional neuroscience.

A unifying model Our approach is fundamental and guided by the motivation to show the
“unreasonable efficiency of mathematics” in neuroscience, to paraphrasethe physicist and Nobel
prizewinner EugeneWigner [2]. Adopting the spiking neuronasour starting point asthe smallest
computational units that we will consider, we will first show how the statistics of the times at
which it generates action potentials can be rigorously linked to thoseof its incoming, presynaptic
spike trains which can be ultimately traced back to those of the environment, in our casethe
spatiotemporal statistical propertiesof natural images.

Wewill t hen build a hierarchy of functional units where each unit will have a clear biological
and mathematical/computational characterization. From (models of) single neurons we will con-
struct from first principles (models of) cortical columns; from (models of) cortical columns we
will construct, again from first principles(models of) cortical areas. First on the list of candidates
for theseprincipleswewill consider mean-field theory and largedeviation principlesbecausethey
are exactly tailored to the description of large populations of interacting entities and can provide
precisequantitative descriptions of thebehaviours emerging from theseinteractions. Neuronswill
interact within cortical columns, cortical columns will i nteract within areas and areaswill i nteract
throughfeedforward and feedback projections. All i nteractions will have rich dynamics as sug-
gested by neurophysiology and will t ake placein a fundamentally nondeterministic framework to
reflect the specific characteristics of the spatio-temporal statisticsof natural images, as suggested
by computational and biological vision.

Each step in the hierarchy will be modelled mathematically using the concepts of stochastic
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dynamical systems. Thesemodelswill be analysed in the framework of functional analysis, bifur-
cation theory and stochatic calculus. This will result in a new and profound understanding of the
sort of representations that can emerge from such systems. In this framework the states, i.e. the
solutions of the equations describing the units, are the representations, or the neuronal states, and
the time evolution of the states are the computation, or the neuronal behaviours. Wewill go asfar
aspossible in the direction of mapping out this unknown territory by studying the typesof solu-
tions and their bifurcations with respect to the input, i.e. natural images, aswell aswith respect
to some of the parameters that will describe the spatiotemporal neurogeometry of the functional
units.

Since computer vision and computational neuroscience of vision have been aroundfor more
than thirty years, one may wonder at this point whether some such foundations exist already. It
turns out that this is not the case. While he taught computer vision at MIT and computational
neuroscience at Ecole Normale Supérieure de Paris the principal investigator realized how infor-
mal, imprecise and incomplete wasthe material on the topic. For teaching geometric computer
vision, one can rely on a clean and solid formal model [6, 4]. But when general computer vision
or computational neuroscience are considered, the rare existing books, e.g. [9, 7, 5, 8], propose
inventariesof disparate techniques, developed for thepurposeof explaining particular aspects and
specific techniques. A formal model is missing and to develop one is amain goal of NerVi. In-
deed, as aby-product, theproject should bring improvements to coursematerials for artificial and
biological vision, and provide the basis for new courseson computational neuroscience.

Thefirst goal isto developamathematical model of visual information processing. The second
is to usethis model for artificial and biological vision applications.

Putting the model to a test The models and the predictions they will provide throughtheir
mathematical analysis will be submitted to adouble scrutiny through numerical and psychophysi-
cal experiments. Thetheory will be instantiated as computer code that will be run onconventional
equipment and unconventional parallel analog hardware. The latter will be available throughex-
isting collaborations within an EC funded project.

The numerical experiments will serve two purposes. The first set of experiments will be run
ontheparallel analog hardware andwill beprecious to guideus in choosing thehypothesesunder-
lying the statistical analysis of large populations of neurons that will l ead us, throughmean-field
analysis, to proposing themodelsof cortical columns andcortical areas. The secondset of experi-
mentswill be run onconventional hardware andwill allow us to processreal sequencesof natural
images and to compare the results with thoseobtained by traditional but state of the art artificial
vision algorithms.

Thepsychophysical experimentswill bedoneto test thepredictionsof themathematical model
andits computational instanciation that relateto the existencein thehuman visual system of a close
interaction between feedforward and feedback processing allowing the low level visual areas such
asV1 and V2 that act as active blackboards to establish very rapidly a detailed coherent descrip-
tion of the content of the retinal image. Due to thevery small ti me constants, of theorder of a few
milli seconds, that seem to be involved in the feedbacks this rulesout theuseof conventional func-
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tional magnetic resonanceimages. Wewill i nstead usemagneto- andelectro-encephalography that
have sufficient time precision and for which the Odysśeegroup hasbuilt considerable expertise.
These experiments will also require the useof the most advanced techniques and algorithms in
diffusion magnetic resonanceimaging to establish thereal geometry of the cortical areas and their
connections. TheOdysśeegroup has also built a considerable expertisein this area.

High risk high gain What are the challenges and chancesfor achieving such an ambitious goal
with NerVi?

Not enough theoretical There is a risk to stay too close to current artificial vision tech-
nology and to get lost into the massof the available published results in neurophysiology and
psychophysics of visual perception. If we are too influenced by technological and experimental
detailsof anonfundamental nature, wewill obtain amodel that is toocomplex and biased towards
the current technology of the applications and its limitations on the computer vision side and too
dependent of the sometimes contradictory experimental results on the biological vision side. As
a consequence, it will be impossible to lay the appropriate formal foundations. In recent applied
works in computer vision and neurophysiology of vision, the principal investigator could observe
the limitsof ad hoc approaches and the crucial need for solid foundations to guide the applications
and for generating relevant experimental questions. He is thus much aware of this pitfall . His
experience and that of a number of talented theoreticians who will be associated to the endeavor,
should allow avoiding it.

Too theoretical Of course, there is the somewhat opposite risk of developing beautiful theo-
retical techniqueswith littl e impact outside of academic circles. But this isnot the styleof thePI’s
research. Indeed, the principal investigator hasfor the last ten years always been involved with
workswith transfer to industry. In particular hiswork on thegeometry of the formation of images
hashad important impact on the technology that is used in companies in image processing and
roboticsworldwide. Foundational work here is not a goal for its own sake (which would already
have been a fair motivation) but is meant as a sound basis for future scientific understanding of
biological vision and for future development of artificial vision applications.

All or nothing? With top quality researchers and the ambition to succeed, NerVi will serve as
the catalyst for excellent European research on the topic. Even if the project doesnot reach its
full goal of providing a comprehensive, universally accepted framework for a full theory of visual
perception the outcome of the project should provide substantial progresstowards this goal.

An opportunity for Europe DoesEurope have a chance to succeed in this strategic field that
will surely be very competitive? In the late 70s (when the PI finished his PhD), Europe was al-
most absent from computer vision research andcomputational neuroscience. Europehasregularly
closed the gap with the US and now hosts international quality groups in many countries, one of
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them being theOdysśeeteam. Computer vision developed in Europe starting from afew pioneers,
Mike Brady in the UK, J.-O. Eklundhin Sweden, H.-H. Nagel in Germany and the PI in France.

One can now say that the center of gravity has shifted from the US to Europe in this area.
ECCV is avery successful international conference and ICCV is held in Europe every third year.
Many of the past winners of the Best Paper Awards at these conferenceshad one European co-
author. Success can be achieved only by driving the development of sophisticated mathematical
models with concrete technological goals. With a strong presence in both biological and artificial
vision, NerVi and more generally Europe are ideally placed to carry out such a programme. We
will seein the next section how this can be achieved using a methodology based onthe following
principles:

• developing mathematical foundations combining techniques from functional analysis, bi-
furcation theory, and stochastic calculus,

• building onthe results and experience already achieved,

• bringingtogether local talents andresearchers from analready existing network of collabora-
tors, that will be extended during the project.
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